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Stop this bill from being decided thru the “so called emergency meeting”. These emergency
meetings were not meant for the Governor to use for her own personal whims. We the people
of Oregon have the right to vote on this bill. IT IS NOT AN EMERGENCY. We also have the
right to vote out who we wish. STAND UP FOR THE PEOPLE OF OREGON and START
LISTENING to us. NO ON CAP AND TRADE and NO  on any other taxes that is to be
shoved down our throat. START THINKING ABOUT THE PEOPLE YOU WORK
FOR....the people of OREGON. There is much more to Oregon than Portland, Salem and
Eugene. You are taking away people’s livelihood and destroying communities that have been
around longer than probably most of you. How do you expect these taxes and extra costs that
will result from these taxes to actually be paid, if there in no wages being paid, because a
company, farmer, logger, trucker, (etc. etc. etc)  can no longer afford to stay in business. How
is the lower income families going to pay the extra gas fee, or higher electric bill, which are
high enough already, when they barely meet ends now as it is. Oh, but do you really care, or
looking out for your own personal gain and wage? I am pretty sure you aren’t worried about
the extra gas hikes or electric bills or losing your way of life. That may be a mistake. 

I was at a Super Bowl get together today and heard of a young mother who bought her young
daughter (4 yrs old) a little bicycle for Christmas and had to pay a tax on it. ARE YOU
KIDDING ME...What next? You can’t get blood outta a turnip, but you all are sure trying.
Guess as long as you’re covered, that is all that matters. Well I hope that you actually take it
seriously that we are done letting this go on. These new taxes you all wish to push forward,
affect us, let us decide!  
 
THANK YOU for your time

Sherry Amelung

NO ON CAP AND TRADE.....LISTEN TO THE PEOPLE OF OREGON AND LET US
DECIDE....
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